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摘要

不對等溝通像是某種語言的流利度不夠可能會是種尷尬的經驗在現

實生活中。然而，就遊戲而言，不對等溝通的機制能夠使遊戲變得更

具挑戰性與趣味性。比手畫腳是一個典型的例子，遊戲方式是其中一

個玩家嘗試透過肢體語言表達其意思，而其他玩家嘗試去猜謎底。不

同於現今大多數的電子合作遊戲，它們採納的大都為對等溝通的機制，

而我們想嘗試加入不對等溝通機制於電子合作遊戲中。因此，我們設

計了一款遊戲，角色為一個人與一隻狗，在不對等溝通的狀況下去解

決一連串的謎題。最終，我們執行了一個實驗來評估我們的遊戲。從

觀察中，我們發現了許多有趣的溝通模式以及提出了一些潛在的設計

議題供未來作參考。
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Abstract

Inequality of communication capabilities may cause an awkward ex-

perience in real life. However, in terms of gaming, this can be a chal-

lenging and interesting mechanic.Charades[1], where one player tries to

express a word via body language while others try to guess it, is a good

example of such cases. Different from most digital co-op games, which

equal communication mechanics have been widely used, we experiment

with this unequal communication mechanic. Thus, we have designed a

digital co-op game called Human and Dog, in which 2 avatars, a hu-

man and a dog, communicate to solve a series of puzzles with unequal

communication capabilities. Ultimately, we conducted an experiment to

evaluate our game. Several interesting patterns were discovered from

our observation. We then concluded some design suggestions from our

collected data for future reference.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cooperative design has been an integral part of many digital games, and one of the

core mechanics is communication. Digital games with equal communication patterns

can be widely seen, most of which adopt voice or text chat. Others employ body

language like Mute Robot[8] and Way[4] or pre-defined symbols like Portal 2[3].

On the contrary, cases with unequal communications happen seldom appear in the

scenes of digital game design, while such situation does occur in reality when people

try to communicate with deaf or mute people but know little about sign language,

or even try to communicate with pets. Inspired by these real-world situations,

we designed Human and Dog, featuring two protagonists: a human, and a dog.

Each of them has asymmetric advantages that can be utilized to solve certain tasks

and communicates with each other through unequal communication capabilities. In

order to explore the game design, each puzzle contains different types of information

and mechanic for players to communicate. This paper is structured as follows: we

first summarize the related works on communication patterns, mechanics, and how

challenge affects players. Next, we introduce the game design, including the game

mechanics, the game design patterns and the brief sketch of each level. Finally, we

describe the experiment used to evaluate our game, present the results, and discuss

the findings.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Challenge is considered to be one of the key components of game-play and has

been an important research topic. Cox et al. studied how the level of physical

and cognitive challenge can affect a player’s experience of immersion and concluded

that cognitive challenge may have greater effect on immersion [5]. Iacovides et al.

investigated how players solve challenges and identified some player strategies [9].

Although Knowledge Exchange was considered a co-op strategy in this work, it has

become a challenge in our game. Some communication problems like misunder-

standing occurred during the experiments and we will discuss how players deal with

it in the later section. Both Cox and Iacovides quoted the Flow theory [6], which

suggests that flow is achieved because of a balance between the perceived level of

challenges and the person’s skills.

Prior works have explored and analyzed co-op game design patterns. Cases of

board games have been studied by Hsi et al., where they yielded some interesting

findings that may be useful for game designers [11]. This also presented an ontology

with a view to analyzing game play [14]. Bjork and Holopainen presented a large

quantity of game design patterns [12], including cooperative and social interaction

patterns. Rocha et al. presented a framework of several co-op game design pat-

terns and analyzed the actual impact of using these game mechanics to design a

cooperative video game [10], which is later extended by El-Nasr et al. who pro-

posed Cooperative Performance Metrics (CPMs) to evaluate game experiences [7].
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Also, Toups et al. analyzed the communication mechanics of 40 co-op games using

grounded theory [13], Some of which also emerged in our game: environment mod-

ifying mechanic appeared in the form of players using auxiliary items to represent

their message in the last puzzle. Emergent mechanic means players extend certain

mechanic for communication usage. Jumping is an example and we will discuss how

it was used in the later section. Express/emotional means that some mechanics con-

tain the emotional meaning such as gesture and body language. This phenomenon

was also identified in our game.
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Chapter 3

Game Design

Our game is a two-player co-op puzzle-solving game built with Unity3D [2]. The

game involves two players with two consoles connected via Internet. To enhance the

interaction, we adopted two cooperative game design patterns, Complementarity and

Information Asymmetry. Complementarity, defined by Rocha et al. [10], implies

that players play different roles to complement each others’ activities in the game.

Information Asymmetry indicates that different players would acquire and perceive

different information during gameplay. Furthermore, the most important mechanic

of our game is unequal communication. We experiment this mechanic with two

characters, a human and a dog character described below:

• Human Character

Human is pretty good at doing intricate moves like typing, using tools or oper-

ating mechanism with their own hand. So this character is mainly responsible

for the interactive part of solving puzzles. Also, this character can directly

communicate with the other player using verbal language.

• Dog Character

Dog is usually considered having a different range of sensing capabilities such

as olfaction and vision. So it is mainly responsible for collecting clues critical

to the puzzles. Also, its smaller figure allows it to pass through narrow areas.

In the story of our game, the dog was transformed from a human. Although
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it can understand what the human is saying, its expressing capabilities are

limited to 4 different kinds of vocal patterns (whine, howl, bark, and anger.)
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Chapter 4

Level Design

Our goal for the levels is to explore the game design with different information and

mechanics and examine how players communicat. Below are the sketches of the

levels:

1. Symbolic information problem:

Players have to get the password of a door and type in on the numpad on the

wall. The dog can get the digits of the code by sniffing around, and the human

needs to figure out the permutation with a clue on a desk. (Figure 4.1 (a) and

(b))

2. Discrete spatial information problem

This problem consists of two parts. The first is to look for a narrow secret

passage way that only the dog can get through. After the dog passes through

the passage, both players have to communicate in different rooms to solve the

second part of the puzzle. (Figure 4.2 (c)) The second part is a modified 8-

puzzle where the back side faces the human and the normal side faces the dog.

Therefore, the dog should instruct the human to move the tiles. (Figure 4.2

(a) and (b))

3. Continuous spatial information problem

This part is a first person shooting game for the human to destroy 3 invisible

mushrooms. The human would understand the goal by reading a piece of note
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on a nearby table. These mushrooms are invisible to the human, yet visible

to the dog. (Figure 4.3 (b) and (c)) The dog should show the locations of the

mushrooms for the human to shoot at to complete the level.

4. Auxiliary items represented information problem

In the last level, players are provided with a set of poker cards and a periodic

table.(Figure 4.3 (a)) A name written on the floor can only be discovered by

the dog, (Figure 4.1 (c)) and it is the password for a computer which can only

be operated by the human.

Figure 4.1: (a): The keypad from dog’s view. (b): The clue on the nearby desk.
(c): The name that can only be seen by dog.
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Figure 4.2: (a) & (b): The modified 8-puzzle seen on the side of human and dog,
respectively. (c): The passage that only the dog can pass through.

Figure 4.3: (a) The auxiliary items: poker cards and periodic table. (b) & (c): The
mushroom in the dog’s and the human’s view respectively.
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Chapter 5

Study Design

In order to understand user behaviors and the gaming experience, 16 participants

were recruited (F=5;M=11;Age=20 to 27). Before the game, game rules and oper-

ations for both players were introduced. The avatars were randomly assigned and

the duration of game-play was around 40 to 50 minutes. After the game, partici-

pants filled up a questionnaire about their gaming habits and a 5-point Likert-scale

questionnaire for their gameplay experience of Human and Dog such as difficulty

and enjoyment. A short semi-structured interview is also conducted to understand

their strategies, communication protocols, and behaviors in certain situations.
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Chapter 6

Result

We received overall positive feedbacks from the participants. Average enjoyment

of each puzzles is all rated high (above 3.75 out of 5.0). (Figure 6.1) Although

there is no significant difference between puzzles within subject comparison among

all metrics, some explanation can still be made based on the consistent proportion

of the collected data. As for overall difficulty, six out of eight human players rate

puzzle 2 as the most difficult. They thought the puzzle design is a little too hard

for them to figure out even they with the hint saying "Maybe there is a similar

sliding mechanism behind this wall." They thought the most confusing part is the

mirroring design, as the space is at the upper-left position in figure 2(a) while at

the upper-right position in figure 2(b) (Figure 4.2 (a) and (b)). Four out of eight

human players considered puzzle 3 as the most easiest one because it contains the

lowest level of cognitive challenge. In terms of enjoyment, six out of eight dog

players rated puzzle 4 the most interesting one. This is because they had the most

expressing capabilities and interactive mechanics among all puzzles, which made

them feel more active. In terms of difficulty on communication, five out of eight dog

players thought puzzle 2 was the most difficult one. One of the reasons was that the

human players could only imagine what the puzzle may look like behind the wall

and the mirroring design would make the human players think there is a complex

mapping of it. The other reason was that some human players would play around

the puzzle before they realize they need to communicate with the dog players, at
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which point the 8-puzzle is already scrambled too complex for the dog players to

solve.

Figure 6.1: The level of enjoyment in each puzzle.

Figure 6.2: The level of difficulty on communication in each puzzle.
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Figure 6.3: The level of overall difficulty in each puzzle.
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Chapter 7

Communication Patterns

After the experiments, various communication patterns are identified as listed below:

1. Mapping dog vocal patterns to certain meanings

At the beginning of the game, most players would settle down the mapping of

positive and negative. Some distinguish positive and negative by the number

of voice or by the 4 vocal patterns of the dog. For example, “If the answer

is yes, bark once; otherwise, bark twice.” For another example, “If it’s yes,

bark; otherwise, whine or use the angry voice.” In the first puzzle, some of

the human players would map the digits by the times of barking to represent

a digit or ask a yes-no question about whether the next digit is a certain

number. In the second puzzle, most of the human players would map the next

direction to the number of dog voice or a kind of voice. A few would map

the position of a tile to the number of barks. In the third puzzle, the human

players may iteratively correct their aiming direction by asking “Should I aim

upward,downward,leftward or rightward” and shoot until they have shot a

target. We also discovered that some dog players would use the vocal patterns

usually considered with negative emotional meaning to express the human

player has misunderstood what the dog players intended to express.

2. Narrowing Down

We also saw that some of the human players would perform queries to narrow
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down possibilities. For example, in puzzle 3, the human players would ask “Is

the mushroom on the ground?”. In the last puzzle, the human players would

ask how long the name is first and when they were communicating via the

periodic table, some of the human players would ask “Is the element in the

first group?”.

3. Taking turns in the lead

Most of the time, the human players would take the lead. However, the dog

may discover key information of the puzzle first, and it would try to draw

attention from the human with its sound. For instance, in the third puzzle,

the human did not know the locations of the mushrooms so they would let the

dog lead the way. In the last puzzle, some of the dog players would actively

pick the cards and the human players would guess what the dog managed to

convey.

4. Body Language Expression

Except the dog would express the information with its sound, it may also use

certain kinds of body language. For example, in the third puzzle, the human

players would guess the location of a mushroom based on the direction the

dog faced. Some of the dog players would use jumping to indicate there is

something around its current location or something on the wall with higher

position. For example, in the last puzzle, the dog player would use jumping to

express that the element with smaller atomic number is in the group aligned

with the dog’s location.

5. Communicating with auxiliary items

In the last puzzle, poker cards and a periodic table were provided to help

communicate. Players would use poker cards to represent a number. Two

kinds of behavior were found. One is the representation of separate digit,

while the other is that id the total value. In addition, the number would be

the order of an alphabet in the name or the atomic value of an element, which
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further represent some alphabets in the name. Other interesting mappings

were also discovered like using a suits of cards to represent the group number

of elements and another one to represent the period of elements.
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Chapter 8

Discussion

After observing the game-play and the interviews, we have found some game issues

under the unequal communication mechanic.

1. Narrowing the information gap

Although Information Asymmetry is pretty common in many cooperative

games, there is a challenge in our communication mechanism which requires

the human player iteratively ask questions to shape his own understanding of

the information the dog player has. If the human players is not good at this

kind of communication or the information is way beyond his understanding,

they would feel frustrated. To address this issue, there are two approaches.

The first is to place a hint to help human players shape their understanding.

The other one is enhancing the communication capability of dog players under

the no-direct-voice constraint, such as visualizing where the dog is looking at

while it is barking.

2. Avoiding making a over-complex puzzle

In the second puzzle, some human players have pretty diverse imagination of

what the dog saw at the other side of the room. The information gap seemed

to be too large. Hence, even a hint provided to the human players won’t do

too much favor. We recommend don’t make a puzzle so complex that it is

way beyond one of player’s understanding and the other player’s expressing
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capabilities.

3. Avoiding repetitive tasks for players

After the quantitative analysis, we found that there is a positive correlation

between the enjoyment of the dog and the overall difficulty of that in each puz-

zle, but a drop between the enjoyment of the human and the overall difficulty

of the human in the last one. A possible reason may be that repetitive tasks

are needed to solve this puzzle (i.e. asking for the alphabet), which lowers

the enjoyment. This can also explain why the second puzzle has the highest

enjoyment within the four, where the answer is the shortest (4 steps to solve

the puzzle), and requires the least queries.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a game experiment about unequal communication me-

chanics, which few games have explored before. We explored the game design with

the information type and conducted an study to evaluate our game and understand

players’ behavior and experience. Finally, we identified various communication pat-

terns and addressed some game issues for future reference. We hope to see more

future work experimenting with this mechanic.
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